
 

The Sims 3: Supernatural There's a new super-compressed version of The Sims 3: Supernatural. If you're looking for just the
expansion pack, then this is for you. You can download the compressed file here and unpack it into your main The Sims 3
folder when prompted. If there's something in particular you're interested in learning how to do in the game, let us know and
we'll add it to this post! Please note that some features may not be accessible with this version of the game due to its loss of
quality. Contents: The following gameplay changes have been made: Tools: Programming: Graphics: Testing and Bug Fixes:
Create a Sim Slots: Other Important Notes: Known Issues/Workarounds/Glitches: [Not fixed yet] The 'Fast' and 'Cheat' options
do not work in the Create a Sim section of the Dashboard. The 'Fast' and 'Cheat' options do not work in the Create a Sim section
of the Dashboard. [Not fixed yet] The 'Boost Families' and 'Boost Childrene' options do not function correctly. The 'Boost
Families' and 'Boost Childrene' options do not function correctly. [Not fixed yet] The length of Sim's hair is too short when
using the Mirror or Clipping Tool. The length of Sim's hair is too short when using the Mirror or Clipping Tool. [Not fixed yet]
The Maxis/EA Logo does not appear in Sim's screens unless provided via a Maxis Resource Pack. The Maxis/EA Logo does not
appear in Sim's screens unless provided via a Maxis Resource Pack. [Not fixed yet] The game cannot be played in the
background if you're using Windows Vista/7/8. Sims can now control their bladders better than before, which helps them last
longer before "going" again. Also, Sims can now relieve their bladder needs in bathrooms by using sinks or bathtubs. This
expansion pack includes new occult-themed objects, including alchemy tables and dragon-headed sphinxes for both residential
and commercial use. There are new clothing items, hairstyles, and tattoos. There are 4 new neighborhoods for Sims to explore,
each with its own unique style. Included in these new neighborhoods are several landmarks, including the castle of the werewolf
prince, a vampire hangout bar, a full-moon party hall where vampires meet, and an aquarium that includes fish that weren't
included in previous expansion packs. Additionally included is a haunted castle where ghosts and witches live. The Sims 3:
Seasons focuses on weather and time of year as it affects gameplay and tells a story about change and variety throughout the
seasons of life at your Sim's lot.
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